At the National-Ignition-Facility (NIF) and other laser facilities, X-ray transmission photocathodes are used in streak cameras and pulse-dilation framing cameras with temporal resolution well below 100 ps. For X-ray imaging quality assurance, signal-to-noise ratios of at least a couple, and optimally higher, have to be achieved. The signal-to-noise ratio depends on the photon fluence and the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). X-ray photocathodes are notoriously noisy, since they have large pulse height distributions, and their DQE is both material and photon-energy dependent. Furthermore, for high temporal resolution, in pulse dilation instruments space charge effects may further limit the achievable signal-to-noise ratio. Here, we look into details on what to consider when choosing photocathode materials to optimize the achievable signal-to-noise and touch on further potential improvements using structured photocathodes.
INTRODUCTION
At the National-Ignition-Facility (NIF) micro-channel plates (MCP) and X-ray photocathodes (PC) are used for X-ray detection in the 8-30 keV energy range. For MCPs temporal gating of the signal is achieved by sending a fast voltage pulse along a gold coating on the MCP. The voltage pulse generates the gain of the signal. 1, 2 But MCPs as stand alone detectors for temporal resolutions <30 ps are problematic since the electron transit time spread through the pores limits their temporal resolution. This means that thinner plates would be needed to improve the gate times, but going to thinner MCPs as stand alone detectors is impractical as this leads to lower gain and direct transmission of X-rays onto the phosphor. That is why at the NIF and other laser facilities, transmission X-ray photocathodes are used in streak-and pulse dilation framing cameras, such as DISC, 3 SPIDER, 4 DIXI 5, 6 and SLOS 7, 8 where gate times <30 ps are needed. X-ray photocathodes generate both high-energy primary and low-energy secondary electrons. The primaries are generally photoelectrons and Auger electrons. Compared to UV-excited electron spectra, for X-rays the photoelectrons and the Auger electrons emission energies are well outside the low-energy secondary electron region, which usually peaks at about 1-2 eV and has a FWHM that is usually <10 eV. The secondary electrons are mostly excited by promoting valence band electrons to the conduction band and by de-excitation of excited plasmons. Between 50-90% of the total number of emitted electrons within the 0.1 to 10 keV region are secondaries. 9 Indicating that for photocathodes the secondary electrons usually dominate the emission. The energy distribution of the secondary electrons is somewhat energy as well as material dependent, i.e. the position of the peak energy and the distribution width vary significantly, in particular for different PC materials. 10 Henke et al. characterized the X-ray induced secondary electron spectra for a number of different PC materials. [9] [10] [11] In particular, measuring the energy distribution curves and summarizing the position of the peak (E KP ) and width (∆) of the secondary electron distributions, they found that for a Au PC at 8 keV, E KP = 1. eV and ∆=3.8 eV, whereas for CsI E KP = 0.36 eV and ∆=1.5 eV. Another number that varies widely for different materials is the average number of secondary electrons generated. Photon excitation at 1487 eV for Au gives an average secondary electron yield of 0.054 electrons/photon with 1 electron being the average number in a bunch. Relative to Au CsI has a 87 times higher peak in the distribution and a 30 times higher yield. 10 A CsI transmission photocathode. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] produces between 0 and 750 electrons per absorbed X-ray at 5.9 keV, with an average of about 25 electrons. With that, CsI is the most sensitive known X-ray PC material but also has the highest average electrons per event and therefore a wide pulse height distribution and noise. In addition, a high average electron bunch number can limit the dynamic range due to space charge effects, see section 4. Table 1 compares the discussed characteristics for different PC materials at 8 keV.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND DETECTIVE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
An ideal PC material has a high X-ray stopping power, low electron pulse height distribution, and large escape depth for the secondaries as well as a low primary contribution. In other words, it would absorb all photons and produce only one low-energy electron per photon. But as mentioned above, for X-ray PCs we usually obtain noisy images because each photon can produce a wide range, 0 to 100's, of electrons per absorbed X-ray, so has high pulse height distributions.
The Signal-to-Noise Ratio per resolution element (SNR) of an instrument depends on two parameters: SNR = Φ 0 DQE, Table 1 . Characteristic energy spread, ∆, and the peak position, EKP , of the secondary electron distribution for different PC materials, for about 8 keV radiation. 9, 10 * indicates data/values for 1.5 keV excitation. y are the secondary electron yield values relative to that of Au under identical conditions. **secondary electron yield for Au at 1.5 keV = 0.054 electrons/photon. YP /YT is the ratio of the primary electron yield to the total electron yield at 1.5 keV. 9 the photon fluence, Φ 0 , and the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) of the instrument. The DQE of our instruments is mainly limited by the DQE of the PC which is discussed here and is usually lower than that of an MCP. 14 To improve the SNR, we need a detector with a better DQE. Where the quantum efficiency (QE) is a good metric for detectors with narrow pulse height distribution such as e.g. CCDs. For detectors with a wide pulse height distribution as in our case, see figure 1 (a), DQE is the quantity of interest (e.g. proportional counter, MCP, PCs). The DQE is dominated by the electron pulse height distribution and for a PC is driven by the statistics of its secondary electron emission:
The QE here is limited by the PC and is material and photon energy dependent, QE = X p [events/inc photon], 15 see Fig. 1(c) . NF is the noise factor, see Fig. 1 
where σ = standard deviation of the pulse height distribution and n bar = average of the pulse height distribution or average number of secondary electrons per emission event, 15 see section 3. In addition to the mentioned pulse height distribution dominated DQE, because of the photon energy dependence of the QE, the DQE for CsI and Au photocathode drops by an order of magnitude between 5 and 15 keV, see Fig. 1(d) . And a good QE is usually accompanied by a wide pulse height distribution and therefore high noise factor (NF), see Fig. 1 .
METHOD
To compare different PC materials, we use the predictive, semi-empirical model of absolute photoelectric yield, developed by Fraser. 15 The parameters used in the Fraser model are listed in table 2: As Fraser 15 showed, the model reproduces the observed values for X c , published in the paper by Henke et al., 9 well for CsI. Figure 1 (b) also shows that the NF predicted by the model is close to measurement by Ghosh et al. 16 The discrepancy between the model and the experimental data Table 2 . Parameters used in Fraser model for different materials. 0 is the energy required to create one internal secondary electron in (eV). Ls is the mean free path, or escape depth of the electrons inÅ. Ps(0) is the escape probability for electrons and f is the fraction of the deposited X-ray energy, which is available for the creation of secondaries. *KBr parameters chosen to match available data at 5.9 keV.
PC material
CsI Au KBr* Pt
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 could either be attributed to the addition of a mesh in the experiment and its effect on the secondary electron distribution, see section 5, or the low exposure leading to few/no events with high charge bunches (electrons/event).
The quantities/variables from the Fraser paper can be described as follows: QE = X p [events/inc. photon], where X p is the probability that an incident photon releases a batch of one or more electrons into the vacuum. 15 The noise factor, NF = 1 + σ 2 n 2 bar , uses the relative probability P (n) of an emitted batch containing n = 1, 2, ... secondary electrons, for a given PC thickness from 15 and σ is the standard deviation of P (n), with X c [electrons/inc photon] being the current quantum yield in transmission mode, n bar = X c /X p .
In general, there is a dependence on the photocathode thickness, and the optimum thickness, with respect to increased yield, for insulators is usually a couple of 100 nm, whereas for metals it is in the 10s of nm range. 9 For completeness, it should be mentioned, that CuI was also considered as a PC material here, as it seemed to have a similar ∆ = 1.5 eV as CsI, but a lower PHD, and therefore lower NF, and at least on paper seemed like a promising material to increase the DQE while keeping the spatial resolution comparable to what is achievable with CsI PCs in pulse dilation instruments, see section 4. The CuI was coated on a Au strip to act as the conductor (Al is not recommended since CuI reacts with it). During testing, the CuI appears to flake off easily, as the later measurement for the PHD are very similar to those measured for a pure Au PC. Table 3 summarizes the QE, NF and DQE found from the Fraser model for different photocathode materials at two different photon energies. For the 6 keV energy, the NF from the Fraser model is also compared to the measured values found by Ghosh et al. 16 
CAVEATS OF X-RAY PHOTOCATHODES
The achievable SNR is dependent on the photocathode material, incident photon energy and fluence as well as the noise factor of the photocathode. Further material dependent quantities are the spatial resolution that is achievable for a given magnetic field in pulse dilation instruments and the ratio of primaries to secondaries, which in turn can influence the spatial resolution.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the signal-to-noise ratio does depend on the photocathode material, as well as the photon energy. For example, even though the quantum efficiency of the Au PC is below that of a CsI PC for all photon energies, see Fig. 1 , when looking at the DQE and SNR, Fig. 2 , Au can outperform CsI for certain photon-energies. One material does not fit all applications! It can depend on the photon energy and photon fluence which photocathode material gives the better SNR, for example, at 6 keV, CsI gives the better DQE and SNR but at 20 keV Au outperforms CsI, see Fig. 2 .
However, for the pulse dilation instruments the spatial resolution is dependent on the characteristic energy spread for a given PC material and the magnetic field orthogonal to the PC. Table 1 lists the characteristic energy spread, ∆, of the secondary electrons for different PC materials. CsI has a characteristic energy spread of 1.7 eV, compared to Au at 3.5 eV. 9 In the magnetic field of the drift tube the transverse excursion of the photoelectrons, and therefore δ P C , is limited to 4 times their cyclotron radius; and the magnetic field at the PC and the characteristic energy spread set the spatial resolution. 5 Furthermore, as mentioned in the introduction, between 50-90% of the total number of emitted electrons within the 0.1 to 10 keV region are secondaries. Insulator and semiconductor photocathodes have considerably higher secondary electron yields than metal PCs. Therefore the relative contribution of the primaries to the total electron yield is larger for the metal PCs. 9 For metal Figure 2 . signal-to-noise ratio plotted agains incident number of photons for two different PC materials CsI and Au, plotted in red and blue respectively; and at two different photon energies, 6 and 20 keV (dashdotted and dotted lines, respectively). Also plotted is the DQE vs photon energy for the two different PC materials. This highlights that The DQE for Au is not always (for all energies) lower than that of a CsI PC.
PCs, this can lead to further decreased spatial resolution (mainly in long tails of the PSF), this increased background from the 'unwanted' primaries may be detrimental enough to disqualify them from use in the dilation instruments. For streak cameras, however, because of the magnetic lens imaging and spatial filtering, the primaries are not imaged onto the backend, and are not of such great concern.
Pulse dilation instruments have added space charge limitations. If the X-ray flux and the associated current density in the region of the photocathode becomes high enough, Coulomb repulsion due to space-charge effects leads to a competing velocity dispersion to that from the photocathode voltage ramp. 7, 17 Effectively leading to a change in gate widths. Taking this into account, it highlights that a smaller electron pulse height distribution is better for the pulse dilation instruments and that, for ample photons and not considering the primary electron contribution, Au may give better a better SNR than CsI. In figure 3 the added space charge effect is equivalent to limiting the average number of electrons, which in turn limits the maximum 'allowable' number of photons incident per resolution element. For high-temporal resolution, pulse dilation instruments, the allowable incident number of photons might have to be capped and space charge effects may further limit achievable SNR, because of SNR ∝ √ Φ 0 . Note that space charge effects themselves are reduced for higher acceleration voltage of the drift electrons. 7
PATH FORWARD
Depending on the application an 'optimized' PC material can be chosen. Table 4 summarizes which quantities are dependent on E γ , PC material and incident number of photons.
If the resulting SNR or DQE are still not enough, the number of high charge bunches has to be reduced. If the instrument is not space-charge limited, grids can get rid of some high number electrons and reduce the electron pulse height distribution, increasing the DQE. To reduce space Figure 3 . Average number of electrons per bunch for two different photon energies for CsI and Au PCs plotted against the incident number of photons per resolution element. This highlights, that for a limited electron number, the allowable incident photon flux can be higher for Au, leading to a higher SNR for capped signals. charge without compromising QE we need to reduce n bar 18 a mesh converts high charge bunches to low charge bunches; But for this approach to work, the charge density before the mesh must be tolerated! Therefore, for pulse dilation instruments, to reduce space charge effects, this may have to happen very close to a mesh, i.e. the mesh has to be very close to the PC, or even at the surface of the PC. This 'poisoning' of the PC surface itself, has the possibility to directly manipulate the number of electrons detected per absorbed X-ray.
Another possible way to improve the SNR for instruments that are not space charge limited is to increase the interaction area per unit area (i.e. increase QE without changing the electron distribution or NF). 19, 20 Both, structured PCs and MCPs as PCs offer a geometric way to increase the interaction/absorption length by lengthening the X-ray path while maintaining a short escape length for the electrons. Here the transit time distribution and energy distribution of secondary electrons limits the achievable temporal resolution. Structured photocathodes have already shown a QE improvement of 3.4× with Au PC At 7.5 keV. 19 Assuming that the NF does not change this is equivalent to an improvement of 1.8× in SNR. Even steeper structures are predicted to give a 10× boost in QE, translating to a 3× improvement of the SNR. This technique could proof especially useful for detecting higher (>10 keV) photon energies. However, the temporal fidelity and usefulness for pulse dilation instruments remain to be seen. 
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